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SUMMARY

Chromosomes of metazoan organisms are partitioned in the interphase nucleus into discrete topologically associating domains (TADs). Borders between TADs are formed in regions containing active genes and clusters of architectural protein binding sites. The transcription of most genes is repressed after temperature stress in Drosophila. Here we show that temperature stress induces relocalization of architectural proteins from TAD borders to inside TADs, and this is accompanied by a dramatic rearrangement in the 3D organization of the nucleus. TAD border strength declines, allowing for an increase in long-distance inter-TAD interactions. Similar but quantitatively weaker effects are observed upon inhibition of transcription or depletion of individual architectural proteins. Heat shock-induced inter-TAD interactions result in increased contacts among enhancers and promoters of silenced genes, which recruit Pc and form Pc bodies in the nucleolus. These results suggest that the TAD organization of metazoan genomes is plastic and can be reconfigured quickly.

INTRODUCTION

Architectural proteins (also known as insulator proteins) facilitate contacts among enhancers and promoters and are also responsible for bringing Polycomb (Pc)-repressed genes together to form Pc bodies (Bonora et al., 2014; Li et al., 2013). The complex pattern of these interactions in the nucleus of eukaryotic cells can be visualized using Hi-C and is manifested in the form of topologically associating domains (TADs) (Nora et al., 2012). TADs are defined as regions of the genome undergoing a high frequency of local contacts while interacting infrequently with sequences present in adjacent TADs (Nora et al., 2013). Borders between TADs are located in regions densely populated by actively transcribed genes, including housekeeping genes, and architectural proteins, such as CTCF and Rad21 (Dixon et al., 2012). Although TADs are partially conserved, a subset of TADs differs among cell types (Dixon et al., 2012). Therefore, TAD organization must change to some degree as cells implement different patterns of gene expression during differentiation. To address the dynamics of TAD organization during the establishment of new transcription programs, we examined possible changes in chromatin organization during the heat shock response. Drosophila cells respond to temperature stress by undergoing dramatic changes in their transcription profile. Expression of most active genes is quickly repressed, whereas a few previously silenced genes, the heat shock genes, are upregulated (Gonsalves et al., 2011; Guertin et al., 2012). The mechanisms underlying the silencing of most of the genome during temperature stress have not been explored in detail. The distribution of the CP190 architectural protein is altered after heat shock (Wood et al., 2011), suggesting that alterations in the genome-wide distribution of architectural proteins as a consequence of temperature stress may lead to changes in TAD organization that, in turn, participate in the genome-wide silencing of gene expression.

Several architectural proteins have been characterized in Drosophila, including the DNA binding proteins CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF), suppressor of hairy wing (Su(Hw)), boundary element-associated factor 32 (BEAF-32), DNA replication-related element binding factor (DREF), Z4 (also known as Putzig), and transcription factor IIC (TFIIC). These proteins bind to specific sequences in the DNA and recruit a series of accessory factors essential for the establishment of interactions between
Figure 1. Changes in TAD Organization after Heat Shock

(A) Hi-C contact maps at single-fragment resolution for control (top left) and heat shock (bottom right) Kc167 cells plotted with normalized intra-chromosomal arm read pairs in a 2-Mb region of chromosome (chr) 3L. White lines denote TAD borders in control cells. The inset shows an enlargement of a 34-HindIII fragment region of chromosome 3L containing several heat shock genes within a 16-kb interval. The red arrow indicates the location of these genes.

(B) Subtraction of normal temperature control from heat shock contact matrices shows changes in contact frequencies between the two Hi-C samples. The region of chromosome 3L depicted is the same as in (A).

(C) Intra-chromosome arm chromatin contact frequency decay curves of control (NT, blue) and heat shock (HS, red) Hi-C data. The point of intersection between the vertical blue and horizontal red lines is located at 140 kb.

(D) Intra-chromosome arm chromatin contact frequency decay curves of control (NT, blue) and heat shock (HS, red) for intra- and inter-TAD interactions.

(legend continued on next page)
distant elements, including centrosomal protein 190 (CP190), modifier of mdg4 (Mod(mdg4)), Radi21 (cohesin), Cap-H2 (condensin II), the long isoform of female sterile homeotic on chromosome 1 (Fs(1)h-L), L(3)mbt, and Chromator (also known as Chriz) (Van Bortle et al., 2014). These architectural proteins are distributed in the genome in an intricate pattern that correlates with their function. Architectural protein binding sites (APBSs) occur in clusters of variable complexity, resulting in genomic sites with different numbers of architectural proteins that display distinct functional properties. APBSs containing 9–13 architectural proteins are enriched at TAD borders and show classical insulator activity in functional reporter assays. APBSs with five to eight architectural proteins are present inside TADs or at weak TAD borders and show position-dependent weak insulator activity. Finally, sites in the genome with four or fewer architectural proteins are enriched inside TADs and show no insulator activity. These observations suggest that changes in the distribution of architectural proteins in the genome could result in APBSs with increased or decreased numbers of these proteins, altering their functional properties and their ability to form TAD borders (Van Bortle et al., 2014).

Here we used Hi-C to examine changes in the TAD organization of Drosophila chromosomes after heat shock. The results suggest that cells can regulate the distribution of architectural proteins that become relocated from TAD borders to inside TADs to facilitate long-range interactions among enhancers and promoters after heat shock. The heat shock-specific enhancer-promoter interactions, in turn, become sequestered by the Pc silencing machinery to specific nuclear compartments to repress transcription genome-wide during temperature stress.

RESULTS

Chromatin 3D Organization Is Dynamic and Changes in Response to Temperature Stress

Kc167 cells were exposed to heat shock for 20 min and fixed, and DNA was digested with HindIII to generate Hi-C genomic libraries. Sequencing of Hi-C libraries from two biological replicates resulted in a total of 503 million read pairs. After removal of duplicates and read pairs from ligation between adjacent fragments and further normalization (Hou et al., 2012), we obtained 151 million read pairs uniquely aligned to the D. melanogaster dm3 reference genome (Table S1).

To investigate global changes in 3D chromatin architecture, we analyzed chromatin interaction frequencies across the entire genome for cells grown at normal temperature (NT) and subjected to heat shock (HS). We subtracted the NT contact matrix from that of HS (Figures S1A and S1B). Chromatin interactions within each chromosome arm increase dramatically after heat shock, and interactions between telomeres increase, particularly on chromosome 3 (Figure S1A). Interestingly, interactions between the two chromosome arms increase for chromosome 3, producing a Rabl conformation, but do not change for chromosome 2, indicating that the changes observed are not a consequence of a non-specific, thermodynamically driven increase in interactions (Figures S1A and S1B). Furthermore, heat shock also results in the reduction of some chromatin interactions, specifically between centromeres, and interactions of the predominantly heterochromatic chromosome 4 (Figure S1A).

We next compared intra-chromosomal contacts between NT and HS samples at single-fragment resolution. For comparison, two-dimensional chromatin contact matrices were normalized by the total number of intra-chromosomal arm read pairs. We observed that the heat shock response increases long range chromatin interactions, often spanning large genomic distances, which contrasts with the distinct triangular TAD structures observed at normal temperature (Figure 1A; Figure S1C). Subtracting chromatin contacts observed in NT samples from those observed in HS samples confirms the increase in long-range chromatin contact frequencies and highlights a reciprocal decrease in contact frequency between neighboring loci (Figure 1B; Figure S1D). Analysis of the decay in contact frequency with increasing genomic distance quantified the changes observed between NT and HS samples (Figure 1C). Chromatin interactions less than 140 kb apart were more abundant in NT samples (regression exponents: NT, −0.926; HS, −0.751), whereas contact frequencies spanning 140 kb to 1 Mb were more abundant in HS samples (regression exponents: NT, −1.524; HS, −1.095) (Figure 1C). Because the average TAD size in Drosophila cells is ~140 kb, this observation suggests that intra-TAD interactions are higher under normal temperature, whereas inter-TAD interactions are more prominent after heat shock (Figure 1D; Figure S1F). Heat shock-specific interactions are mostly inter-TAD, whereas normal temperature-specific interactions are predominantly intra-TAD (Figures 1E and 1F). Together, these observations suggest that the TAD structure is dynamic and can reorganize rapidly, within 20 min, in response to temperature stress.

Temperature Stress Alters TAD Border Strength

Changes in TAD borders could explain the redistribution of interactions from within TADs to between TADs observed after heat shock.
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Figure 2. The Effect of Transcription Inhibition on 3D Organization

(A) Screenshot of a region of the Drosophila genome showing the ChIP-seq signal for RNAPI in control, flavopiridol-treated, triptolide-treated, and heat-shocked cells.

(B) Western blot analysis of control, flavopiridol-treated, and triptolide-treated cells using antibodies to the CTCD domain of RNAPI phosphorylated in serine 5 (left) or serine 2 (right). Antibodies to lamin were used for the loading control (bottom).

(C) Distribution of ChIP-seq normalized reads with respect to sites in the genome at enhancers and promoters in cells grown at normal temperature, heat-shocked, and treated with tripodirole or flavopiridol.

(D) Changes in frequency of intra- and inter-arm interactions obtained from Hi-C data in cells treated with tripodirole or flavopiridol relative to untreated cells.

(E) Decay curves of intra- and inter-TAD interactions with respect to distance for control and tripodirole-treated cells.

(F) Decay curves of intra- and inter-TAD interactions with respect to distance for control and flavopiridol-treated cells.

(G) Two-dimensional contact matrices of Hi-C data obtained with control (top left) and tripodirole-treated (bottom right) cells.

(H) Subtraction heatmap in which the contact matrix for 400 kb of chromosome 2L obtained from Hi-C data in control cells has been subtracted from that obtained in tripodirole-treated cells.

(I) Scatterplot comparing border strength (BS) in Hi-C samples from control and tripodirole-treated cells. Blue dots indicate TAD borders determined using a probability-based model. Black dots indicate all DpnII restriction fragments in the genome. Dashed lines above and below the diagonal indicate + or − 1 SD, respectively.

(J) Scatterplot comparing border strength in Hi-C samples from control and flavopiridol-treated cells. Blue dots indicate TAD borders determined using a probability-based model. Black dots indicate all DpnII restriction fragments in the genome. Dashed lines above and below the diagonal indicate + or − 1 SD, respectively.
Figure 3. Genome-wide Redistribution of Architectural Proteins during Heat Shock

(A) Number of ChIP-seq peaks for different architectural proteins and RNAPII in control (NT) and heat shocked (HS) cells.

(B) Number of borders found in Hi-C data from control cells for each border strength, which ranges from 1–10 AU. For each border strength, the number of borders containing different amounts of RNAPII (red to blue) and APBSs occupied with different numbers of architectural proteins (12 columns for each border strength ranging in occupancy from 1–12 from left to right) is shown. The color bar for RNAPII indicates the number of mapped ChIP-seq reads in 50-bp bins normalized relative to the total number of reads.

(legend continued on next page)
contact matrix of control cells has been subtracted from that of treated cells (Figure 2H). Similar to heat-shocked cells, chromatin interactions are redistributed, resulting in fewer intra-TAD interactions and more inter-TAD interactions compared with the control. In addition, TAD border strength also decreases after treatment with triptolide or flavopiridol (Figures 2I and 2J).

These findings suggest that the genome-wide inhibition of transcription that occurs after temperature stress may contribute to the observed changes in TAD organization but that additional factors are required to account for all of the changes observed after heat shock.

### The Genome-wide Distribution of Architectural Proteins Is Altered after Temperature Stress

Because architectural proteins are enriched at TAD borders, it is possible that they also contribute to the changes in 3D organization observed after temperature stress. To determine whether the distribution of architectural proteins is affected by heat shock, we conducted ChIP-seq with antibodies to Su(Hw), CTCF, BEAF-32, TFIIIC, DREF, Rad21, Cap-H2, L3mbt, Fs(1) h-L, Mod(mdg4), CP190, Z4, and Chromator in NT and HS cells. The number of sites in the genome containing architectural proteins increases for all proteins, except for Cap-H2 and Rad21 (Figure 3A). We next evaluated TAD border strength in relation to architectural protein occupancy. We divided all restriction fragments in the genome into ten groups based on border strength and assigned each group a border strength between 1 and 10. Each group was then subdivided into 12 subgroups based on the number of architectural proteins present (0–2, 3, and 4–13), and, for each subgroup, we determined the amount of RNAPII present based on the number of normalized ChIP-seq reads. Most TAD borders with the highest strengths contain high amounts of RNAPII and more APBSs highly occupied by architectural proteins, whereas the weakest borders are depleted of RNAPII and contain APBSs with low occupancy (Figure 3B). This relationship is maintained in HS cells (Figure 3C), in which case the border strength is lower for the same number of architectural proteins present at specific borders (Figure 3D).

We then compared changes in architectural proteins at TAD borders and non-border regions. In all cases, with the exception of Cap-H2, the number of sites containing high amounts of bound architectural proteins increases at non-borders with respect to those at TAD borders after temperature stress (Figure 3E). This reorganization results in a higher number of low- and high-occupancy APBSs, whereas the number of medium occupancy APBSs is unchanged (Figure 3F). Furthermore, the numbers of low- and medium-occupancy APBS sites increases at TAD borders after heat shock. However, the number of highly occupied APBSs increases in regions located away from TAD borders (Figure 3G). The decrease in APBS occupancy at TAD borders and its increase inside TADs after heat shock may contribute to the observed decrease in TAD border strength and increase in inter-TAD interactions.

### Highly Occupied APBSs Established after Heat Shock Are Enriched at Enhancers and Promoters

To gain insight into the function of high-occupancy APBSs located inside TADs in HS cells, we examined the location of architectural proteins before and after heat shock with respect to enhancers and promoters. We used enhancer sequences identified by two different methods (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). The results are very similar for chromatin-based and functionally defined enhancers, so only the results for the latter are shown (Figure 4A). After heat shock, the amount of architectural proteins, with the exception of Cap-H2, bound at enhancers, and the number of enhancer sites bound by architectural proteins increases. Cap-H2 follows the opposite pattern, decreasing in both the number of enhancers bound and the amount of CAP-H2 bound to enhancers. A similar pattern is observed at gene promoters (Figure 4A), suggesting that the changes in architectural protein distribution observed after heat shock may serve to mediate novel interactions among these sequences.

To determine whether increased architectural protein occupancy at enhancers and promoters changes the pattern of their chromatin contacts, we compared the chromatin interaction frequency data from Hi-C in NT and HS samples. Enhancer-promoter, enhancer-enhancer, and promoter-promoter interactions increase dramatically after heat shock, comprising >90% of all the heat shock-specific interactions (Figure 4B). Interactions between enhancers and promoters predominantly occur within relatively short distances (<300 kb) at normal temperature (Figure 4C), whereas enhancer-promoter contacts span up to 10 Mb after heat shock (Figure 4D). In agreement with these observations, most enhancer-promoter interactions occur inter-TAD in control cells and inter-TAD after heat shock (Figure S2A). In general, most enhancer-promoter contacts in control cells involve APBSs with an occupancy of zero to four architectural proteins (Figure 4E) and involve sequences located in the same TAD (Figure S2B). However, enhancer-promoter interactions that occur between TADs are mediated by medium-occupancy APBSs (Figure S2B). In contrast, heat shock results in an enrichment of APBSs containing 9–13 architectural proteins at sites of enhancer-promoter interactions (Figure 4F), with most interactions occurring between TADs (Figure S2B). These results suggest that redistribution of architectural proteins after heat shock...
Figure 4. Changes in Enhancer-Promoter Interactions in Heat-Shocked Cells
(A) Relationship between the number of sites and the ChIP-seq read count for various architectural proteins in control and heat-shocked cells at enhancers and promoters.
(B) Changes in the number of interactions among enhancers and promoters in HS compared with control (NT) cells.
(C) Number of interactions at different distances for enhancer-promoter contacts in cells grown at NT.
(D) Number of interactions at different distances for enhancer-promoter contacts in HS cells.
(E) Frequency of interactions between enhancers and promoters containing different numbers (1–13) of architectural proteins in cells grown at NT.
(F) Frequency of interactions between enhancers and promoters containing different numbers (1–13) of architectural proteins in cells subjected to temperature stress (HS).
See also Figure S2.
results in the formation of new, highly occupied APBSs that then mediate long-range, inter-TAD enhancer-promoter interactions and contribute to the global 3D chromatin changes observed after temperature stress.

Cohesin and Condensin II Have Opposite Effects on Enhancer-Promoter Interactions
Contrary to other architectural proteins, redistribution of Cap-H2 after heat shock leads to fewer sites and lower levels at enhancers and promoters (Figure 4A). Cap-H2 has been shown to disrupt transvection by antagonizing inter-chromosome contacts required for enhancer-promoter interactions in trans (Bauer et al., 2012; Hartl et al., 2008). Therefore, the normal role of Cap-H2 may include the negative regulation of enhancer-promoter contacts in cis. Downregulation of Cap-H2 after heat shock may then be required for establishment of long-range inter-TAD interactions. To determine the contribution of Cap-H2 downregulation to dynamic 3D chromatin remodeling after heat shock, we examined the effect of Cap-H2 depletion on chromatin interactions (Figure S2C). ChIP-seq analysis demonstrates that RNAi treatment results in depletion of Cap-H2 from chromatin (Figure S3A). We then generated Hi-C libraries from Cap-H2-depleted cells using DpnII and obtained a total of 139 million processed read pairs from two biological replicates (Table S1), and we subtracted two-dimensional contact matrices of control cells from Cap-H2-depleted cells. Contrary to observations in heat-shocked cells, intra-chromosome arm interactions are reduced with respect to control (Figure 5A). However, as is the case in cells subjected to temperature stress, interactions between pericentric regions, telomeres, and chromosome arms increase so that chromosomes 2 and 3 appear to acquire a Rabl configuration (Figure 5A; Figure S3B). These data suggest that Cap-H2 downregulation reproduces some aspects of the global changes in chromatin architecture observed after heat shock.

At a higher resolution, changes in 3D interactions are similar but less pronounced after Cap-H2 knockdown than after heat shock (Figure 5B; Figure S3C). Intra-TAD interactions decrease after Cap-H2 depletion (Figure 5B), but regions containing Cap-H2 in control cells show an increase of short-range, intra-TAD interactions after heat shock (Figure 5D). The redistribution of chromatin interactions after Cap-H2 depletion can be illustrated by changes in border strength, which is slightly reduced both at TAD borders determined in control cells and at most DpnII fragments in the genome (Figure 5C). Interestingly, interactions among enhancers and promoters increase in Cap-H2-depleted cells compared with the control, suggesting that Cap-H2 antagonizes enhancer-promoter interactions in normal cells (Figure 5D).

The antagonizing effects of Cap-H2 on enhancer-promoter interactions contrast with the function of another architectural protein, Rad21. In mammals, Rad21 interacts with CTCF or Mediator to facilitate interactions between regulatory sequences (DeMare et al., 2013; Down et al., 2014; Kagey et al., 2010; Phillips-Cremins et al., 2013). To investigate the possible contribution of Rad21 to heat shock-induced changes in enhancer-promoter interaction, we depleted Rad21 in Kc167 cells using double-stranded RNAs (dsRNAs) (Figure S2D) and generated Hi-C libraries using DpnII. We obtained a total of 103 million processed read pairs from two biological replicates (Table S1) and compared the chromatin interactions to controls. Downregulation of Rad21 causes a small but detectable reduction in border strength at TAD borders defined in control cells and at most DpnII fragments in the genome (Figure 5E). Contrary to Cap-H2, depletion of Rad21 results in a decrease in enhancer-promoter, enhancer-enhancer, and promoter-promoter interactions, in agreement with studies in mammals suggesting that Rad21 facilitates interactions between regulatory regions (Figure 5F).

To further test the role of Rad21 during heat shock, we subjected Rad21-depleted cells to temperature stress, and we generated Hi-C libraries. We obtained a total of 83 million processed read pairs (Table S1). Contrary to the effects observed after heat shock alone, Rad21-depleted cells subjected to temperature stress show a slight increase in border strength compared with cells grown at normal temperature (Figure 5G). This increase in TAD border strength is more dramatic when compared with normal cells subjected to heat shock (Figure 5H). Furthermore, Rad21-depleted cells subjected to heat shock show a decrease in interactions among enhancers and promoters compared with normal heat-shocked cells (Figure 5I). These results suggest that Rad21 plays an important role in mediating changes in enhancer-promoter interactions during the heat shock response.

Changes in Chromatin Structure in Heat-Shocked Cells
It is possible that the widespread silencing of most of the genome in heat shocked cells involves not only changes in the 3D enhancer-promoter interactions but also alterations in covalent histone modifications. To investigate this possibility, we conducted ChIP-seq in control and heat-shocked cells with antibodies to histone H3 monomethylated in lysine 4 (H3K4me1), histone H3 acetylated in lysine 27 (H3K27ac), histone H3 triethylated in lysine 4 (H3K4me3), histone H3 trimethylated in lysine 27 (H3K27me3), histone H3 dimethylated in lysine 9 (H3K9me2), CBP, and Pc. Consistent with global downregulation of transcription, histone modifications characteristic of actively transcribed genes decrease at enhancers and promoters in heat-shocked cells, H3K27me3 increases at these two types of regulatory sequences, and H3K9me2 remains the same (Figure 6A; Figures S4A and S4B). Interestingly, CBP levels do not change at enhancers and promoters after heat shock, in spite of the decrease in H3K27ac, whereas levels of Pc increase dramatically at these sequences (Figure 6A; Figures S4A and S4B). Furthermore, there is an increase in both the number of sites and the amount of protein present at Pc sites in both enhancers and promoters after heat shock (Figure 6B).

To further analyze the possible involvement of Pc in the heat shock-induced silencing of most previously active genes, we examined contacts between fragments containing Pc at both ends of the interacting sites. In normal control cells, most contacts between Pc-containing fragments take place within TADs, with a few inter-TAD contacts, whereas most Pc-containing interactions in heat-shocked cells occur between fragments located in different TADs (Figure 6C). Furthermore, cells subjected to temperature stress display a dramatic increase in
Figure 5. Effect of Cap-H2 and Rad21 Depletion on 3D Chromatin Organization

(A) Whole-genome heatmap obtained by subtracting the two-dimensional contact matrix of Hi-C data from control cells from that of Cap-H2-depleted cells. Black vertical and horizontal lines indicate chromosome boundaries.

(B) Heatmap for a 400-kb region of chromosome 2L obtained by subtracting the two-dimensional contact matrix of Hi-C data from control cells from that of Cap-H2-depleted cells.

(C) Scatterplot comparing BS in Hi-C samples from control and Cap-H2-depleted cells. Blue dots indicate TAD borders determined using a probability-based model. Black dots indicate all DpnII restriction fragments in the genome. Dashed lines above and below the diagonal indicate + or – 1 SD, respectively.

(D) Number of interactions among enhancers and promoters specific for normal (wild-type [WT]) and Cap-H2-depleted (CapH2) cells.

(E) Scatterplot comparing BS in Hi-C samples from control and Rad21-depleted (CapH2) cells.

(F) Number of interactions among enhancers and promoters specific for normal (WT) and Rad21-depleted (Rad21) cells.

(G) Scatterplot comparing border strength in Hi-C samples from control and Rad21-depleted cells subjected to heat shock. Symbols are the same as in (C).

(H) Scatterplot comparing border strength in Hi-C samples from normal control and Rad21-depleted cells, both subjected to heat shock. Symbols are the same as in (C).

(I) Number of interactions among enhancers and promoters specific for HS and Rad21-depleted cells subjected to heat shock (RaHS).

See also Figure S3.
interactions between Pc-containing fragments (Figure 6D). In addition, although Pc-containing interactions are short-range in control cells, these interactions take place between fragments located at long distances from each other in cells undergoing heat shock (Figure 6D).

**Pc-Containing Enhancers and Promoters Form Long-Distance Interactomes in Heat-Shocked Cells**

It is possible that architectural proteins are involved in the establishment of new Pc-containing interactions in heat-shocked cells, which, in turn, may play a role in bringing enhancers and promoters of silenced genes together for efficient silencing. To test this hypothesis, we examined interactions between fragments with Pc-containing enhancers or promoters. In control cells, most interactions between enhancers and promoters lack Pc, whereas most interactions among enhancers and promoters in heat-shocked cells also contain Pc (Figure 7A). We then used the Hi-C data to examine the effect of depleting architectural proteins on Pc-containing enhancer-promoter interactions. Depletion of Rad21 results in a decrease of Pc-containing interactions among enhancers and promoters (Figure 7B), whereas depletion of Cap-H2 has the opposite effect (Figure 7C). Furthermore, depletion of Rad-21 reverses the effect of heat shock on Pc-containing interactions among enhancers and promoters, causing a decrease in the frequency of these contacts (Figure 7D).

Pc-mediated interactions normally result in the formation of Pc bodies, which are thought to be the manifestation of multiple Pc sites interacting in the 3D nuclear space (Grimaud et al., 2006). To test whether the pattern of Pc bodies is altered in nuclei from cells exposed to temperature stress, we carried out immunofluorescence microscopy with antibodies to Pc. The results show that the distribution of Pc bodies is different in heat-shocked versus control cells (Figure 7E). More specifically, Pc is excluded from the nucleolar region in cells grown at normal temperature, but Pc bodies are clearly detected within the nucleolus after heat shock (Figures 7F and 7G). This result is not simply a consequence of inhibition of transcription because treatment of cells with flavopiridol has no effect on Pc body distribution (Figure 7G). Furthermore, the levels of Pc at rDNA loci do not increase in cells exposed to temperature stress, indicating that the formation of nucleolar Pc bodies is not due to silencing of rDNA genes during heat shock (Figure 3E). This was confirmed by measuring uridine incorporation into the nucleolus of cells grown at normal temperature or heat-shocked, showing no difference in incorporation between the two conditions (Figure S2F). Therefore, the observed changes in Pc body distribution support the model in which Pc-containing enhancers and promoters interact throughout the nucleus after heat shock and may contribute to the generalized silencing of most of the genome observed in heat-shocked cells. To test this hypothesis, we chose nine genes found previously to undergo a decrease in RNA levels after heat shock (Figure 7H). However, expression of all genes fails to be silenced in heat-shocked cells depleted of Pc. These results support the hypothesis that Pc contributes to the silencing of most genes during the heat shock response.

To further test the role of architectural proteins in the long-range interactions among Pc-containing enhancers and promoters observed in heat-shocked cells, we chose three regions, A, B, and C, spanning 10 kb each. These three regions contain Pc sites after heat shock and were found by Hi-C to interact together in temperature-stressed but not control cells. We then carried out fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) with pairwise combinations of these three regions. The results from these experiments indicate that the three regions co-localize at low frequency in the nucleus in control cells but co-localize very often in cells exposed to temperature stress (Figure 7I). Quantification of the distance between the two probes in each pairwise combination indicates that the loci co-localize (less than 0.2 μm distance) in 5%–10% of control cells, but this number increases to 40%–45% in heat-shocked cells (Figures 7I and 7J). These results validate observations obtained from Hi-C experiments suggesting that these three sequences interact in the nuclei of heat-shocked but not control cells. We then tested the possible role of Rad21 in the maintenance of interactions among the three loci after heat shock using FISH. Depletion of Rad21 using RNAi (Figure S2E) does not cause a measurable alteration in interactions between loci A, B, and C in cells grown at normal temperature (Figure 7K). This is expected because these three loci do not interact in control cells. However, depletion of Rad21 interferes with the ability of loci A, B, and C to interact in cells subjected to heat shock (Figure 7K). Quantification of the results indicates that depletion of Rad21 results in a decrease of overlapping frequency (<0.2 μm) in heat-shocked cells from 47% to 28% for loci A and B and from 41% to 8% for loci B and C (Figure 7L). These results support observations obtained by Hi-C and suggest that Rad21 participates in the establishment and/or maintenance of long-range interactions in heat-shocked cells.

**DISCUSSION**

To try to gain insights into whether TAD organization is a cause or a consequence of changes in gene expression, we examined differences in 3D organization during the heat shock response in *Drosophila*. We found that transcription changes taking place after temperature stress are accompanied by dramatic alterations in border strength throughout the genome, including standard TAD borders. These changes can be interpreted to suggest that TADs do not actually form de novo or disappear. Instead, cells are able to alter the strength of TAD borders, therefore biasing intra- versus inter-TAD interactions. Alterations in TAD border strength observed in heat-shocked cells could be a consequence, rather than an effect, of transcription changes. However, the decrease in TAD border strength observed after inhibition of transcription by treatment with triptolide or flavopiridol is modest and much smaller than that observed after heat shock, suggesting that the absence of transcription is not sufficient to account for the decline in TAD border strength observed in...
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heat-shocked cells. Instead, architectural proteins, which undergo a dramatic rearrangement during heat shock, appear to play a more critical role in the observed alterations in TAD border strength. We suggest a model in which, in response to temperature stress, transcription is paused and elongation ceases because of dephosphorylation of H3S10 (Karam et al., 2010). Architectural proteins are then re-distributed from TAD borders to sites located inside TADs, probably by mechanisms that include covalent modification of some of these proteins. The newly formed high-occupancy APBs located inside TADs can now mediate long-range interactions with sequences present in other TADs. According to this model, TAD-based organization is not a consequence of transcription. Instead, the redistribution of architectural proteins during heat shock establishes new interaction patterns in the genome, which, in turn, determine TAD organization.

Specific architectural proteins may have distinct roles in the establishment of 3D genome organization. However, the results presented here suggest that border strength directly correlates with the number and levels of all architectural proteins present at the border rather than the presence of specific proteins. Nevertheless, knockdown of either Rad21 or Cap-H2 has important consequences on long-range interactions among enhancers and promoters. Furthermore, depletion of Rad21 protein followed by heat shock reverses the effect of temperature stress on enhancer-promoter contacts, underscoring its role in mediating long-range interactions among these regulatory sequences after heat shock. The function of Cap-H2 in chromatin biology during interphase is less understood than that of Rad21. The observation that interactions among promoters and enhancers increase in cells depleted of Cap-H2 is in line with previous findings suggesting a role for this protein in transcription (Bauer et al., 2012; Hartl et al., 2008; Joyce et al., 2012). The opposite roles of Rad21 and Cap-H2 on enhancer-promoter interactions is surprising, and points to very specific mechanisms by which the cohesin and condensin complexes seem to operate to ensure proper enhancer-promoter contacts. We suggest that the apparent antagonistic roles of these two proteins may be aimed at ensuring the non-promiscuity of enhancer-promoter communication.

During the heat shock response, intra- and inter-chromosomal interactions are redistributed from short-range intra-TAD to long-range inter-TAD. This redistribution may be critical in the chain of events leading to the silencing of most of the Drosophila genome that follows temperature stress. Enhancers and promoters of previously active genes become populated by Pc during the heat shock response. This increase in Pc could be sufficient for the observed repression of transcription after heat shock. However, Pc silencing requires trans interactions among several Pc-containing loci to increase the local concentration of this and other PRC1 components for efficient repression (Cheutin and Cavalli, 2014; Delest et al., 2012; Pirrotta and Li, 2012; Schwartz and Pirrotta, 2007). These long-range contacts among Pc-containing sites in HS cells are possible by the decrease in TAD border strength and the ensuing switch from intra-TAD to inter-TAD interactions observed after temperature stress. How do Pc-containing sequences come together in the 3D nuclear space? In Drosophila, most Pc response elements (PREs) are adjacent to binding sites for architectural proteins, and it has been suggested that these proteins play an important role in bringing together distant Pc-containing sequences (Li et al., 2011; Li et al., 2013). Therefore, the redistribution of architectural proteins after temperature stress may have two related goals: to decrease border strength to allow inter-TAD interactions and to assemble new, highly occupied APBs at Pc-containing enhancers and promoters to facilitate their contact for efficient silencing. This conclusion is supported by the fact that depletion of Rad21 results in a decrease in contacts between Pc-containing sites. The assembly of new Pc bodies containing Pc-interacting loci appears to take place, at least in part, at the nucleolus. The mechanisms by which these bodies are formed in this specific region of the nucleus are unclear. It is possible that TFIIIC, which is highly induced and present at a large number of sites in the genome of heat-shocked versus control cells, plays a role in this recruitment because this protein and rRNA genes have been shown to be present in the perinucleolar region (D’Amбросio et al., 2008; Haeusler et al., 2008; Thompson et al., 2003). If so, a specific role for TFIIIC in the heat shock response, together with those found for Rad21 and Cap-H2, would suggest a division of labor among the different architectural proteins to elicit changes in 3D organization that, together with alterations in the structure of the 10-nm chromatin fiber, cooperate to silence most of the Drosophila genome in a rapid and efficient manner.

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES**

**Cell Culture**

Kc167 cells were grown to confluence in SFX medium at 25°C and collected for Hi-C experiments. For heat shock, cells were cultured at 36.5°C for 20 min. For transcription inhibition studies, cells were treated with 10 μM trip toluidine or 1 μM flavopiridol for 3 hr.

**Hi-C, Sequencing, Mapping, and Normalization**

Hi-C experiments were performed using cells subjected to various treatments as described under Results. Hi-C libraries of two biological replicates were generated as described previously (Hou et al., 2012; Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009). Paired reads were aligned to the dm3 reference genome using Bowtie 0.12.7. Guanine and cytosine content, mappability, and fragment length effects were normalized as described previously (Hou et al., 2012). A summary of the results and the quality control steps is shown in Table S1. Additional details regarding the computational analyses can be found in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

**Figure 6. Changes in Histone Modifications and Chromatin Proteins in Heat-Shocked Cells**

(A) Box plots indicating changes in the levels of various histone modifications and chromatin proteins at enhancers and promoters of control (blue) versus heat-shocked (red) cells. *p < 0.001.

(B) Changes in the number of Pc sites at enhancers and promoters and the read number at each site in control (NT) versus HS cells.

(C) Scatterplot showing changes in intra- and inter-TAD interactions between DNA fragments containing Pc in control (NT) versus HS cells.

(D) Changes in the number of interactions and the distance between the interacting Pc-containing DNA fragments in control (NT) versus HS cells. See also Figure S4.
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ChIP-Seq and Data Analysis

Chromatin immunoprecipitation on control or heat-shocked Kc167 cells was performed as described previously with slight modifications (Van Bortle et al., 2012). Antibodies to architectural proteins have been described previously (Van Bortle et al., 2014). ChIPed and input DNA was amplified following standard protocols using indexed primers and sequenced as paired. Paired reads were aligned using Bowtie and used for peak calling using MACS (model-based analysis of ChIP-seq) (Langmead, 2010; Zhang et al., 2008). Peaks with p values of less than 1 × 10^{-15} were used for further analysis.

Immunofluorescence Analysis and FISH

Kc167 cells were fixed with 1% formaldehyde and permeabilized with 0.3% Triton X-100. After blocking, cells were incubated with primary antibodies, washed, and incubated with goat anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 and anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 594. For FISH analyses, cells were attached to slides, incubated in RNase A for 1 hr, and washed in PBS. Probes were denatured at 80°C for 4 min and then added to coverslips. Coverslips were sealed with rubber cement, and slides were incubated overnight at 37°C. Images were taken on an Olympus FV1000 laser-scanning confocal microscope. Distances between the centers of FISH signals were measured using Fiji software as described previously (Philips-Cremins et al., 2013).
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